[Vibrational temperature of plasma plume in atmospheric pressure air].
A tri-electrode discharge device was designed in a dielectric barrier discharge configurations to generate a fairly large volume plasma plume in atmospheric pressure air. The discharge characteristics of the plasma plume were investigated by an optical method. The discharge emission from the plasma plume was collected by a photomultiplier tube. It was found that the number of discharge pulse per cycle of the applied voltage increased with increasing the peak value of the applied voltage. The emission spectra of the plasma plume were collected by a spectrometer. The vibrational temperature was calculated by fitting the experimental data to the theoretical one. Results showed that the vibrational temperature of the plasma plume decreases with increasing the U(p). Spatially resolved measurement of the vibrational temperature was also conducted on the plasma plume with the same method. Results showed that the vibrational temperature increases firstly and then decreases with increasing distance from the nozzle. The vibrational temperature reachs its maximum when the distance is 5.4 mm from the nozzle. These experimental phenomena were analyzed qualitatively based on the discharge theory. These results have important significance for the industrial applications of the plasma plume in atmospheric pressure air.